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  FENOLLOSA ON THE NOH AND HIS 
       INFLUENCE ON YEATS 
                         By Tetsuwo Maekawa 
ERNEST Francisco Fenollosa  (1853-1908)'s widow, Mary, had her 
husband's lifelong masterpiece, Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art: 
An Outline History of East Asiatic Design published in 1912. In her 
preface, Mary Fenollosa notes that her husband's remains had been trans-
ferred from London to Otsu and remarks that though her husband's 
ashes lie in Miidera Temple, the fire of his thoughts and ideals shines 
brightly in the pages of this book and will burn forever. 
   Epochs had an immediate impact on the art and literary world of 
the time. Poets as well as art historians and connoisseurs greeted its 
publication with enthusiasm. But we must also draw attention to Fenol-
losa's other works, many of which were published  posthumously: his 
English translations of Noh plays, his studies of Noh, his translations of 
Chinese poetry and his studies of written Chinese characters as a medium 
for poetry. Through all of these, Fenollosa has had a considerable 
influence on twentieth century British and American literature, though 
his wife had no such expectations when she wrote her preface. 
   Among those most immediately impressed by Fenollosa's masterpiece 
was a young, energetic and articulate American poet, Ezra Weston Loomis 
Pound (1885-1972). At that time Pound was in London, and he met 
Mary Fenollosa there and sought her permission to read and, if possible, 
publish her husband's other manuscripts. Impressed by Pound's enthu-
siasm, Mary agreed, and on her return to America gathered all of her 
husband's notes, translations and manuscripts and sent them to Pound in 
London, late in November 1913. In her letters to Ezra Pound dated 24 
and 25 November 1913 Mary Fenollosa describes how she sent them (cf. 
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S. Kodama ed. Ezra Pound & Japan, pp. 5-7). 
   As for Ezra Pound, while he  was working on the notes and manu-
scripts, he wrote to William Carlos Williams (1883-1963) on 19 December 
1913, saying that he was very placid and happy and busy and that he 
had all old Fenollosa's treasures in mss (cf. D. D. Paige ed., The Letters 
of Ezra Pound 1907-1914, p. 65). He worked on them for several years. 
From Fenollosa's literal translations of Chinese poems he shaped the poe-
tical work, Cathay, which was published in 1915. He edited Fenellosa's 
notebooks on the Noh and his translations of Japanese Noh plays and thus 
produced Certain Noble Plays of Japan, a limited edition of which was 
published in Ireland in 1916, and, also published in 1916, Noh or Accom-
plishment—A Study of the Classical Stage of Japan.  In 1920, after 
refusals from a number of publishers, he arranged for the publication of 
that stimulating essay, The Chinese Written Character as a  Medium 
for Poetry. 
   These works exerted a considerable influence, through Thomas Stearns 
Eliot (1888-1965), on modern English and American poets in general. 
Moreover, Pound was, for a time, secretary to the noted Irish poet and 
dramatist William Butler Yeats (1865-1939). There seems little doubt 
that, due to the combined influence of Pound and Fenollosa, Yeats wrote 
what are called  Noh plays' : At the Hawk's Well (1917), The Only 
Jealousy of Emer (1919), The Dreaming of the Bones (1910), Calvary 
 (1920) and The Cat and the Moon (1926). We may add to these The 
King of the Great Clock Tower (1935), Purgatory (1939) and The 
Death of Cuchulain (1939). 
   In The Death of Cuchulain, an Old Man looking like something 
out of mythology says on behalf of  Yeats: 
   I wanted an audience of fifty or a hundred, and if there are more, 
   I beg them not to shuffle their feet or talk when the actors are speaking. 
   I am sure that as I am producing a play for people I like, it is not 
   probable, in this vile age, that they will be more in number than 
    those who listened to the first performance of Milton's Comus. On 
    the present occasion they must know the old epics and Mr. Yeats' 
    plays about them; such people, however poor, have libraries of their 
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   own. (The Death of Cuchulain) 
Yeats, then, intended to write dance plays for an audience of fifty or one 
hundred, who know the old epics and have libraries of their own, like 
the audience at a Japanese Noh play. As for the stage setting of Yeats's 
Noh plays, it is also very similar to that of Japanese Noh plays, as the 
following stage direction for Yeats's The Dreaming of the Bones shows: 
   The stage is any bare place in a room close to the wall. A screen, 
   with a pattern of mountain and sky, can stand against the wall, 
   or a curtain with a like pattern hang upon it, but the pattern 
   must only symbolise or suggest. One Musician enters and then two 
   others; the first stands singing, as in preceding plays, while the 
   others take their places. Then all three sit down against the wall 
   by their instruments, which are already there—a drum, a zither, 
   and a flute. Or they unfold a cloth as in  'At the Hawk's Well', 
   while the instruments are carried in. (The Dreaming of the 
   Bones) 
   In Noh or Accomplishment—A Study of the Classical Stage of 
Japan, the Fenollosa translation of  'the Programme, or Ban-gumi,' for 
the Noh is included by Ezra Pound. The Programme is the schedule 
of plays for a single day of performance. This means, then, that both 
Pound and Fenollosa are interested in the structure of the Programme. 
The text of the Programme runs as follows: 
       Now the Ka-den-sho, or secret book of Noh, decrees that the 
   arrangement of plays shall be as  follows: 
 `A "Shugen" must come first. And Shugen, or congratulatory 
   pieces, are limited to Noh of the Gods (that is, to pieces connected 
   with some religious rite), because this country of the rising sun is 
   the country of the gods. The gods have guarded the country from 
   Kami-yo (the age of the gods) down to the time of the present reign. 
   So in praise of them and in prayer we perform first this Kami-No. 
       The Shura, or battle-piece, comes second, for the gods and em-
   perors pacified this country with bows and arrows; therefore, to defeat 
   and put out the devils, we perform the Shura. 
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   Kazura, or Onna-mono, "wig-pieces", or pieces for females, come 
third. Many think that any Kazura will do, but it must be a "female 
Kazura", for after battle comes peace, or Yu-gen, mysterious calm, 
and in time of peace the cases of love come to pass. Moreover, the 
battle-pieces are limited to men; so we now have the female piece in 
contrast. ... 
   The fourth piece is Oni-No, or the Noh of spirits. After battle 
comes peace and glory, but they soon depart in their turn. The 
glory and pleasures of man are not reliable at all. Life is like a 
dream and goes with speed of lightning. It is like a dewdrop in the 
morning; it soon falls and is broken. To suggest these things and 
to lift up the heart for Buddha (to produce "Bodai-shin") we have 
this sort of play after the Onna-mono, that is, just after the middle 
of the programme, when some of the audience will be a little tired. 
Just to wake them out of their sleep we have these plays of spirits 
("Oni"). Here are shown the struggles and the sins of mortals, and 
the audience, even while they sit for pleasure, will begin to think 
about Buddha and the coming  world.  ... 
   Fifth comes a piece which has some bearing upon the moral 
duties of man, Jin, Gi, Rei, Chi, Shin; that is, Compassion, Righ-
teousness, Politeness, Wisdom, and Faithfulness. This fifth piece 
teaches the duties of man here in this world as the fourth piece 
represents the results of carelessness to such duties. 
   Sixth comes another Shugen, or congratulatory piece. as conclu-
sion to the whole performance, to  congratulate and call down bless-
ings on the lords present, the actors themselves, and the place. To 
show that though the spring may pass, still there is a time of its 
return, this Shugen is put in again just as at the beginning.' (Kenner 
(ed.), The Translations of Ezra Pound, pp. 219-21)
ThisiswhatiswrittenintheKa-den-sho,whichisnotTheFuushi-
Kaden(r風 姿 花 伝 』)writtenbyMotokiyoZeami(世 阿 弥 元 清1363-1443),
butwhatiscalled"TheHachijouKaden-sho"(TheHachijouEdition
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   Like the flicker of fire. 
   It is like the inside of a house. 
   They are sitting up a loom, 
   And heaping up charm-sticks. No, 
   The hangings are out of old time. 
   Is it illusion,  illusion  ? (Ibid. p. 83) 
In the house the woman sets up her loom and weaves hoso-nuno and the 
suitor holds his charm-sticks outside and knocks at the gate. But he gets no 
answer. In the end, when the charm-sticks have been set up a thousand 
times, the curse is removed. The Shite sings and dances: 
   Happy at last and well-starred, 
   Now comes the eve of betrothal; 
   We meet for the wine-cup. (Ibid. p. 87) 
   Such is Fenollosa's version of Nishikigi. If we compare this with 
W. B. Yeats's The Dreaming of the Bones, we shall be convinced that 
Yeats's play is, in a sense, an Irish version of Nishikigi,  because it is a 
kind of Phantasmal Noh, in which a Young Man who has been fleeing 
from Dublin, where he fought at the Post Office, the headquarters of the 
rebels in the Easter Rising, is the Waki, and a Stranger, who knows 
the hiding places in the hills of County Clare, on the western coast of 
Ireland, is the Shite, and a Young Girl , who is the Stranger's love, is 
the Tsure. The Stranger and the Young Girl are dressed in the costume 
of seven hundred years ago, and wear heroic masks. They are the ghosts 
of young lovers, Diarmuid and Dervorgilla who  'brought the Norman in,' 
and whose  'lips can never meet' owing to their crime against Ireland. 
They confess their secret to the Young Man and ask him to forgive them: 
                       Yes, yes I spoke 
   Of that most miserable, most accursed pair 
   Who sold their country into slavery; and yet 
   They were not wholly miserable and accursed 
   If somebody of their race at last would say, 
 `I have forgiven them.' 
             (The Dreaming of the Bones) 
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Unlike the man and woman in Nishikigi, the Stranger and the Young 
Girl, who have taken the Young Man safely to his destination, are not 
forgiven by him. The Young Man answers: 
                           0, never, never 
   Shall Diarmuid and Dervorgilla be forgiven. 
   As the fifth play, which teaches the duties of man, we can choose 
the Japanese Noh Kumasaka, and Yeats's Calvary, which is a kind of 
Phantasmal Noh or equally The Death of Cuchulain, which deals with 
the end of the heroic age. In Calvary the Musicians sing: 
   1st Musician. 
       Motionless under the moon-beam, 
      Up to his feathers in the stream; 
      Although fish leap, the white heron 
      Shivers in a dumbfounded dream. 
   2nd Musician. 
      God has not died for the white heron. 
             (Calvary) 
This is an example of what Christ cannot save. Yeats comments in his 
notes to the play on Christ: 
   I have  surrounded Him with the images of those He cannot save, 
   not only with the birds, who have served neither God nor Caesar, 
   and await for none or for a different saviour, but with Lazarus 
   and Judas and the Roman soldiers for whom He has died in vain. 
              (The Variorum Edition, p. 790) 
At the end of The Death of Cuchulain such lines as the following are 
sung in praise of  Cuchulain: 
   No body like his body 
    Has modern woman borne, ... 
    So ends the  tale.  ... 
              (The Death of Cuchulain) 
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